1. Introduction. We are concerned here with a conjecture made by the author in a previous paper [l ] . We prove this conjecture for real-valued functions and demonstrate its use in the theory of Toeplitz determinants and in harmonic analysis.
Let/(0) be an integrable function on -7r=0=7r with Fourier coefficients Ck, i.e., (1.1) and for every w = 0 let Dn-i(e-»f) (1.3) If/(0) is real-valued, then c_fc= ck and p\, = a». We consider only this case of the conjecture in this paper. However, our proof is more general than this special case in two ways. In the first place, two steps of our three step proof are quite general. Only the third step of §7 seems missing from the proof of the general conjecture.
In the second place, the methods show a much stronger connection between the convergence properties of {«"} and {ßn] and the Fourier series of log/(0) than is stated above. Let v{n) -1 he an even function of the integer n such that vin) =v(mî)î'(m -m) for every n, m and such that p(m)/mx-»0 for some X = 0. In the notation of (1.1) let (1.5) Ml»-Ê v(n)\cn\, Then, ||/||" is finite if, and only if, \\a\\, is finite.
We turn now to a brief discussion of possible applications of Theorem 1.1. 2. Applications. For convenience we consider in this section only the case fid) >0. Szegö where kn/(co)in is the positive square root of kn/co>0 and where #"(z) is the polynomial whose coefficients are the conjugates of the coefficients in <pn(z). In [2] it was shown that un(z) and an are related by the difference system
In fact, since \an\ <1, (2.4) uniquely determines un(z), which in turn determines the polynomials <pn(z). Thus, we have an alternative approach to polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle using (2.4) and starting with a given sequence {«"} with \an\ <1. It was also shown in [2] that if {«"} is given initially with |a"| <1 for all « = 1 and ||a||» finite, then there exists a function f(0)>0 with respect to which <bn(z) defined by (2.3) and (2.4) are orthonormal. Theorem 1.1 now gives a more or less complete answer to the question: what convergence properties of f(6) and of {a"} are equivalent under this correspondence ? (b) Asymptotic behavior of Dn(f). For the moment all of the functions f(8) will be such that log/(0) is integrable on -7r = 0 = 7r. We introduce the notation » log/(0)~ 22 dmeim>, In a subsequent paper Kac [4] proved this theorem in the case that the Lipschitz condition is replaced by a moment condition 21^*1 < °°. In §9, we find the exact conditions on the {an} sequence in order that Dn(f)/G(f)n+1 possesses a finite limit. As a corollary we will deduce the best possible theorem of the Szegö type with a moment condition. E\k\Ui\ck\<<».
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Then, there exists a finite limit
n->» Lr(J)"'ri l_m_! ;
(c) A connection with the Wiener-Levy Theorem. The proofs given below will imply certain properties for the polynomials <pn(z) which are interesting when considered in the light of the following classical Wiener-Lévy Theorem (see [5, p. 245] ).
Theorem (Wiener-Lévy).
Let g(d) be such that \\g\\, is finite and let piz)
be an analytic function regular at every point of the range of g (0), -7T=0=7r.
Then, ||^(g)||, ¿s also finitei2).
In addition to the mild similarity between the above and Corollary 1.1, there is the following fact which says the Wiener-Lé/y Theorem is only loosely connected to the use of Fourier series in defining the norm (1.5).
Theorem 2.2. Let fid) >0 be continuous and such that ||/||" is finite, and let {cpmiz)} be the Szegö polynomials associated with fid). Let g(0) be an integrable function with the following expansions in terms of em and cpkieie) : with <p-kieie) = c}kie~ie). Then, 22v(n) \Cn\ < °° if, and only if, 22v(n) | g» I < °° • In particular Theorem 2.2 states that the class Ctv of functions with finite norm [|/||, can be defined in a variety of ways. It also states that the WienerLévy Theorem is valid if the norm in (1.5) is replaced by a similar sum using the coefficients in the expansion in terms of Szegö polynomials 4>m(z) of any sufficiently nice function /(0). § §3 and 4 consist primarily of preliminaries, while § §5 through 7 each contain one step of the proof of Theorem 1.1. Finally, we consider the applications in § §8 and 9.
3. Properties of polynomials. In this section we summarize some properties of polynomials associated with/(0). For details the reader is referred to [2] . We will use the notation introduced already in (1.1)-(1.6).
Every integrable function/(0) with £"(/) ^0 for n = 0 determines uniquely (to within a plus or a minus sign) two sequences {<pn(z)} and {pn(z)} of polynomials, called Szegö polynomials, such that (') Actually it is necessary that ^(2) be analytic at every point of the range of the function defined by the absolutely convergent Fourier series of g(0). For the an and ß" of (1.
and amjSm^l for all w = l. We define polynomials wn(z) and n"(z) by
where A"/(c0)1/2 is one of the two square roots of kn/c0. The leading coefficient of <bn(z) and of \pn(z) is A"/(c0)1/2. It is understood that once kn/(co)in has been chosen as a particular one of the two square roots of D"_i(/)/£>"(/), it remains fixed throughout the discussion and is the same A"/(co)1/2 which appears in (3.3) . This means that un(z) and vn(z) are uniquely determined by f(8). Moreover, for all « = 1
If f(8) is real, an = ßn, the coefficient of z~m in v"(z) is the conjugate of the coefficient of zm in un(z) and We return for a moment to the functions w"(z) and z/"(z) determined from (3.4). Let yk = max{|ak\, \ßk\ }. In terms of yk we can find some useful norm inequalities for un(eie) and vn(eie). In the following sections we will have occasion to use the notation n 0
Un(z) = 22 UnmZm, Vn(z) = 22 VnmZm.
Step one. In this section we deal with functions f(8) of the form
Let dk be the Ath Fourier coefficient of log/(0) and let A(8) = expjJCaV*9} ,
Then, f($)=A (6) In view of (5.12), we can say ||«»(e'9) -t/(0)||»->0. The proof for v"(eie) is similar and so the proof is completed. 6.
Step two. In Corollary 4.1 it was noted that «"(e^) and w"(ei9) converge in norm if ||7||» is finite. We show here that under only mild restrictions on fid) this condition is also necessary for the strong convergence of u"ie'e) and Vniew) to functions in ft,.
Lemma 6.1. Let fid) be a bounded, measurable function and let Dnifi^O for all n. Moreover, let u"ieie) and v"ieiB) converge uniformly in -r=d^r to func- Proof. We start with According to (4.1) this means log U(8)E&t.
In a similar way we show log F(0)£ftr. Finally, log/(0)= log P0-log U(8)-\og F(0)£(*,.
To finish the proof let us note that £7(0) and F(0) in (5.10) are the unique functions in Ü7 and 0,7, respectively, with Uo= F0 and satisfying (6.4). The uniform convergence of un(eie) to £7(0) implies convergence of each Fourier coefficient. The proof is completed with an application of Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 6.1. Let f(8) be bounded and measurable with Dn(f) 9^0 for all n.
Then, a necessary and sufficient condition that un(eiS) and vn(eiS) converge in norm to functions U(6) féO and V(8) yéO in ft" is that \\y\\, is finite. In either case, f(8) and log/(0) are in Ct" and U(8) and V(8) are given by (5.10).
Proof. We prove the sufficiency first. The existence of limits U(8) and F(0) follows from Corollary 4.1. The constant term of un(eiB) is A^/c0, which according to (3. 2) has a finite nonzero limit if [I7H» is finite. In the proof of Lemma 6.1 we saw that U(8) was either identically zero or never zero. Thus, [7(0)^0, etc. This proves sufficiency. According to Lemma 6.1, /(0) and log/(0) are in ö" and the limits P(0) and V(8) are given in (5.10).
To prove the necessity, we will show ||a||»= "^/^(m) \am\ is finite. A similar proof is valid for |||8||F= XMOT)|ßm|, and the desired result follows. Consider (suppressing functional dependence on 0) from (3.4) (6.5) un-i = un -anein$vn.
Comparing coefficients of e'"9 on both sides of (6.5), we find that Unn -anvno. Now, the term on the right of (6.7) has a finite limit as « becomes infinite and the coefficient of v(n) \ an\ on the left approaches 1. This completes the proof of Theoren-6.1.
7.
Step three. We now finish the proof of Theorem 1.1 for the case of real-valued functions/(0).
First, we have a lemma which says that we may assume /(0) £ ft, and f(8) 9i0 without loss of generality. Proof. In the real case, a" = ßn, so that yn= \an\. By Theorem 6.1, log/(0) £ a, under either hypothesis. Thus, log/(0) is equal a.e. to a continuous function, which is possible only if f(8) is a.e. of one sign.
As remarked earlier, the proof of the general conjecture stated in the introduction is out of reach at present. However, in the real case we make use of two theorems of Szegö to finish the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1. and since lim knr¿0, the desired result follows. Theorem 9.1. Let f(6)-0 be such that f (6) and log/(0) are integrable on -ir^d^Bir. Then, a necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a finite limit for Dn(f)/G(f)n+1 or for Dn(f)/[Dn(f)/Dn-.i(f)Y+1 is that Z«|a"|2 be finite. Also and the proof is completed by taking limits on both sides of (9.5).
We can show by example that Theorem 2.1 is precise in the sense that condition (2.7) cannot in general be replaced by a moment condition £ | A H Ck\ < =o, 7 < 1/2.
For if 7 < 1/2, we can take TV so large that 7V(1-27)>1, and let According to Lemma 4.2 we can construct a function /(0)=A2,/| £7(0)|2co which yields this particular ¡a"j sequence according to (1.3) . By Corollary 1.1 and (9.7), £NTM < °° for this function/(0). On the other hand, (9.8) and Theorem 9.1 deny the existence of a finite limit for Dn(f)/G(f)n+1. Although we cannot find exact conditions on /(0) so that £«|a"|2 is finite, we can show the following theorem which points out one other amusing possibility.
Theorem 9.2. Letf(8) >0 be continuous with £| c*\ < °° and let kn be concave, i.e., 2k\~=kn+i+kn-i. Then, G(/)"+l UJJ U.W I / where both sides of (9.9) have finite limits and where the integration on the right is with respect to two-dimensional Lebesgue measure extended over the circle H si.
Proof. Taking vin) = l in Corollary 1.1, we see that 22 \an | is finite. Moreover, kn-&n-is=?fc»+i -&»> which means that |a"|2¿" = ¿2 -kn^l is a decreasing sequence. Since kn has a finite limit, 2w|a"&»| is finite and the terms of this sequence are decreasing. This means | Ma»| ->0 as n becomes infinite, so that 22n\ an\2 is finite. Theorem 9.1 insures the existence of a finite limit on the left in (9.9). To complete the proof we note that 1 r Ç j «»' r J J I «" where d"' is defined in (9.4). Finally, we apply (9.5).
